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1. Introduction      
Switched Reluctance Motors (SRM) have inherent advantages such as simple structure with 
non winding construction in rotor side, fail safe because of its characteristic which has a 
high tolerances, robustness, low cost with no permanent magnet in the structure, and 
possible operation in high temperatures or in intense temperature variations. The torque 
production in switched reluctance motor comes from the tendency of the rotor poles to align 
with the excited stator poles. The operation principle is based on the difference in magnetic 
reluctance for magnetic field lines between aligned and unaligned rotor position when a 
stator coil is excited, the rotor experiences a force which will pull the rotor to the aligned 
position. However, because SRM construction with doubly salient poles and its non-linear 
magnetic characteristics, the problems of acoustic noise and torque ripple are more severe 
than these of other traditional motors. The torque ripple is an inherent drawback of 
switched reluctance motor drives. The causes of the torque ripple include the geometric 
structure including doubly salient motor, excitation windings concentrated around the 
stator poles and the working modes which are necessity of magnetic saturation in order to 
maximize the torque per mass ratio and pulsed magnetic field obtained by feeding 
successively the different stator windings. The phase current commutation is the main cause 
of the torque ripple.  
The torque ripple can be minimized through magnetic circuit design in a motor design stage 
or by using torque control techniques. In contrast to rotating field machines, torque control of 
switched reluctance machines is not based on model reference control theory, such as field-
oriented control, but is achieved by setting control variables according to calculated or 
measured functions. By controlling the torque of the SRM, low torque ripple, noise reduction 
or even increasing of the efficiency can be achieved. There are many different types of control 
strategy from simple methods to complicated methods. In this book, motor design factors are 
not considered and detailed characteristics of each control method are introduced in order to 
give the advanced knowledge about torque control method in SRM drive. 
1.1 Characteristic of Switched Reluctance Motor 
The SRM is an electric machine that converts the reluctance torque into mechanical power. 
In the SRM, both the stator and rotor have a structure of salient-pole, which contributes to 
produce a high output torque. The torque is produced by the alignment tendency of poles. 
The rotor will shift to a position where reluctance is to be minimized and thus the 
inductance of the excited winding is maximized. The SRM has a doubly salient structure, 
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but there are no windings or permanent magnets on the rotor [Lawrenson, 1980]. The rotor 
is basically a piece of steel (and laminations) shaped to form salient poles. So it is the only 
motor type with salient poles in both the rotor and stator. As a result of its inherent 
simplicity, the SRM promises a reliable and a low-cost variable-speed drive and will 
undoubtedly take the place of many drives now using the cage induction, PM and DC 
machines in the short future. The number of poles on the SRM’s stator is usually unequal to 
the number of the rotor to avoid the possibility of the rotor being in a state where it cannot 
produce initial torque, which occurs when all the rotor poles are aligned with the stator 
poles. Fig.1 shows a 8/6 SRM with one phase asymmetric inverter. This 4-phase SRM has 8 
stator and 6 rotor poles, each phase comprises two coils wound on opposite poles and 
connected in series or parallel consisting of a number of electrically separated circuit or 
phases. These phase windings can be excited separately or together depending on the 
control scheme or converter. Due to the simple motor construction, an SRM requires a 
simple converter and it is simple to control. 
 
 
Fig. 1. SRM with one phase asymmetric inverter 
The aligned position of a phase is defined to be the situation when the stator and rotor poles 
of the phase are perfectly aligned with each other (肯怠 伐"肯態), attaining the minimum 
reluctance position and at this position phase inductance is maximum (詣銚). The phase 
inductance decreases gradually as the rotor poles move away from the aligned position in 
either direction. When the rotor poles are symmetrically misaligned with the stator poles of 
a phase (肯戴 伐"肯鎚), the position is said to be the unaligned position and at this position the 
phase has minimum inductance (詣通). Although the concept of inductance is not valid for a 
highly saturated machine like SR motor, the unsaturated aligned and unaligned incremental 
inductances are the two key reference positions for the controller.  The relationship between 
inductance and torque production according to rotor position is shown in Fig. 2.  
There are some advantages of an SRM compared with the other motor type. The SRM has a 
low rotor inertia and high torque/inertia ratio; the winding losses only appear in the stator 
because there is no winding in the rotor side; SRM has rigid structure and absence of 
permanent magnets and rotor windings; SRM can be used in extremely high speed 
application and the maximum permissible rotor temperature is high, since there are no 
permanent magnets and rotor windings [Miller, 1988]. 
Inverter SRM 
Encoder Speed Controller 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2. (a) Inductance and (b) torque in SRM 
Constructions of SRM with no magnets or windings on the rotor also bring some 
disadvantage in SRM. Since there is only a single excitation source and because of magnetic 
saturation, the power density of reluctance motor is lower than PM motor. The construction 
of SRM is shown in Fig. 3. The dependence on magnetic saturation for torque production, 
coupled with the effects of fringing fields, and the classical fundamental square wave 
excitation result in nonlinear control characteristics for the reluctance motor. The double 
saliency construction and the discrete nature of torque production by the independent 
phases lead to higher torque ripple compared with other machines. The higher torque 
ripple, and the need to recover some energy from the magnetic flux, also cause the ripple 
current in the DC supply to be quite large, necessitating a large filter capacitor. The doubly 
salient structure of the SRM also causes higher acoustic noise compared with other 
machines. The main source of acoustic noise is the radial magnetic force induced. So higher 
torque ripple and acoustic noise are the most critical disadvantages of the SRM. 
The absence of permanent magnets imposes the burden of excitation on the stator windings 
and converter, which increases the converter kVA requirement. Compared with PM 
brushless machines, the per unit stator copper losses will be higher, reducing the efficiency 
and torque per ampere. However, the maximum speed at constant power is not limited by 
the fixed magnet flux as in the PM machine, and, hence, an extended constant power region 
of operation is possible in SRM. 
The torque-speed characteristics of an SRM are shown in Fig. 4. Based on different speed 
ranges, the motor torque generation has been divided into three different regions: constant 
torque, constant power and falling power region. 
203Switched Reluctance Motor
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The tail current may not even drop to zero. In the high speed operation, the continued 
conduction of current in the phase winding can increase magnitude of phase current and the 
power density can be increased. 
1.2 Equivalent circuit of Switched Reluctance Motor 
The equivalent circuit for SRM can be consisting of resistance and inductance with some 
condition. The effects of magnetic saturation, fringing flux around the pole corners, leakage 
flux, and the mutual coupling of phases are not considered. The linear analytical model of 
the SRM can be described by three differential equations, which can be classified as the 
voltage equation, the motional equation and the electromagnetic torque equation. The 
voltage equation is: 
 8 噺 4┻ Æ 髪 辰竹岫馳┸辿岻辰担   (1) 
An equivalent circuit of the SRM is shown in Fig. 5. Where V is the applied phase voltage to 
phase, R is the phase resistance, and e is back-EMF. Ordinarily, e is the function of phase 
current and rotor position, and ┣ can be expressed as the product of inductance and winding 
current: 
 ぢ岫ず┸ Æ岻 噺 ".岫ず┸ Æ岻"┻ Æ  (2) 
And from (1) and (2), the function can be rewritten as: 
 8 噺 4"┻ Æ 髪 "辰竹岫馳┸辿岻辰辿  . 辰辿辰担髪"辰竹岫馳┸辿岻辰馳 " ┻ 辰馳辰担   (3) 
 
 
Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of SR motor 
For the electromechanical energy conversion, a nonlinear analysis takes account of the 
saturation of the magnetic circuit. Generally, the stored magnetic energy is defined as Wf 
and the co-energy is defined as Wc : 
 9脱 噺"完 Æ¸Ä  (4) 
 9達 噺"完Ä "¸Æ  (5) 
The relationship between energy (Wf) and co-energy (Wc)  as a function of flux and current 
shows in Fig. 6. 
When rotor position matches the turn-on position, the phase switches are turned on; the 
phase voltage starts to build up phase current. At this time, one part of the input energy will 
 
R
V 
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Fig. 6. Relationship between energy (Wf) and co-energy (Wc) 
be stored in magnetic field. With the increasing inductance, the magnetic field energy will 
increase until turn-off angle. The other parts of input energy will be converted to mechanical 
work and loss. In Fig. 7, the flux of the SR motor operation is not a constant; nevertheless, 
uniform variation of the flux is the key point to obtain smoothing torque. W1 is the 
mechanical work produced during the magnetization process, in other words, W1 is co-
energy in energy conversion. F+W2 is magnetic field energy between turn-on and turn-off. 
During the derivation of the energy curve and the energy balance, constant supply voltage 
Vs and rotor speed ┱ are assumed. 
When rotor position matches the turn-off position, phase switches are turned off. So the 
power source will stop to input energy. But magnetic field energy is F+W2 at that moment. 
The magnetic field energy needs to be released, and then the phase current starts to 
feedback energy to power source. At this time, some of magnetic field energy, which is W2, 
is converted into mechanical work and loss. The surplus of field energy F is feedback to the 
power source. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Graphical interpretation of energy and co-energy for SR motor 
The analytical answer of the current can be obtained from (3). The electromagnetic torque 
equation is: 
206 Torque Controlo 
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 6奪 噺" 柱茸嫗柱馳 "噺 " 柱茸嫦岫馳袋ッ馳岻貸"柱茸嫦岫馳岻ッ馳   (6) 
From (6), an analytical solution for the torque can be obtained. W' is the co-energy, which 
can be expressed as: 
 9嫗 噺 完 ぢ"¸Æ辿待   (7) 
And the motion equation is: 
 6奪 噺 ", 柱茸"柱担 髪 "&ù 髪 6宅                                                   (8) 
 ù 噺" 辰馳辰担   (9) 
Where"劇挑, 劇勅, J, ┱ and D are load the electromagnetic torque, the rotor speed, the rotor 
inertia and the friction coefficient respectively.  
The equations which have been mentioned above, can be combined together to build the 
simulation model for a SRM system. However, the function of inductance needs to be 
obtained by using a finite element method or by doing experiments with a prototype motor. 
1.3 Torque control in Switch Reluctance Motor 
The torque in SRM is generated toward the direction that the reluctance being to minimized. 
The magnitude of torque generated in each phase is proportional to the square of the phase 
current which controlled by the converter or drive circuit, and the torque control scheme.  
The drive circuit and torque control scheme directly affected to the performance and 
characteristic of the SRM.  Many different topologies have emerged with a reduced number 
of power switch, faster excitation, faster demagnetization, high efficiency, high power factor 
and high power through continued research. Conventionally, there has always been a trade-
off between gaining some of the advantages and losing some with each new topology.  
The torque is proportional to the square of current and the slope of inductance. Since the 
torque is proportional to the square of current, it can be generated regardless of the direction 
of the current. And also because the polarity of torque is changed due to the slope of 
inductance, a negative torque zone is formed according to the rotor position. To have a 
motoring torque, switching excitation must be synchronized with the rotor position angle. 
As shown in Fig. 8, an inductance profile is classified into three regions, 
increasing"岫肯陳沈津怠ｂ"肯陳銚掴怠岻, constant 岫肯陳銚掴怠ｂ肯陳銚掴態岻 and decreasing 岫肯陳銚掴態"ｂ"肯陳沈津態岻 period. 
If a constant exciting current flows through the phase winding, a positive torque is 
generated. When that is operated in inductance increasing period  岫肯陳沈津怠ｂ肯陳銚掴態岻 and vice-
versa in inductance decreasing"岫肯陳銚掴態ｂ肯陳沈津態岻. 
In the case of a constant excitation, it cannot be generated any torque, because a positive 
torque and negative one are canceled out, and the shaft torque becomes zero. As a result, to 
achieve an effective rotating power, switching excitation must be synchronized with the 
inductance profile. In order to derive the phase current from (3), exact information about the 
inductance profile of the SRM is essential. In (10), the first term of the right side is voltage 
drops of winding resistance, the second term is the voltage drop of reactance and the last 
term is both the emf (electromotive magnetic force) and the mechanical output. 
 8" 噺 4Æ 髪 Æ岫ß岻 辰失岫馳┸辿岻辰馳 ù髪 失岫ず┸ Æ岻 辰辿岫担岻辰担     (10) 
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Fig. 8. (a)Inductance profile and (b) Torque zone 
where, ù is the angular speed of the rotor. 
In (10), the second in the right side can be considered as the back-emf; therefore, this term is 
expressed as:  
 ̋ 噺 辰失岫馳┸辿岻辰馳 ùÆ岫ß岻 噺 -ùÆ岫ß岻      (11) 
 where, - 噺 辰失岫馳┸辿岻辰馳     (12) 
As shown in (11), the back-emf equals to that of the DC motor. And also torque equation in 
(12) is equivalent with that of the DC series motor; therefore, the speed-torque of the 
magnetic energy in SRM is different from that of a mutual torque machine. And it operates 
more saturated level. The field energy in the magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 9. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Magnetizing curve and flux-linkage curve of SRM 
208 Torque Controlo 
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It shows the magnetization curves from an aligned to an unaligned position. In SRM design, 
when poles of a rotor and a stator are aligned, the other phases are unaligned. In an aligned 
position, it has a maximum inductance with magnetically saturated easily. On the other 
hand, in an unaligned position it has a minimum inductance. As magnetic saturation is 
proportional to a rotor position, the magnetization curve according to the rotor position is 
an important factor to investigate the motor characteristics and to calculate the output 
power. The torque produced by a motor can be obtained by considering the energy 
variation. The generated torque is as: 
 6 噺 岷辰茸嫦辰馳 峅辿退達誰樽坦担┻     (13) 
where, w' means the co-energy, and it is given as:  
 9嫗 噺 完 ぢ"¸Æ"辿"待   (14) 
Under a constant phase current as shown in Fig. 10, when the rotor and total flux linkage are 
shifted from A to B, the SRM exchanges energy with the power source; thus, the stored field 
energy is also changed. The limitation to a constant current is that mechanical work done 
during the shifting region is exactly equal to the variation of co-energy. At a constant 
current, if the displacement between A and B is AB, the variation of energy received from 
the source can be expressed as: 
 つ9奪 噺 #$%&   (15) 
 つ9達 噺 1$% 伐 1#&   (16) 
Then the mechanical work can be written as: 
 つ9鱈 噺 6ッず 噺 ッ9奪 伐 ッ9達 噺 1#$    (17) 
 
 
Fig. 10. Calculation of instant torque by the variation of co-energy at constant current 
The above equation just shows the instantaneous mechanical output; therefore, in order to 
understand the characteristics of the motor, the average torque generated during an energy 
conversion cycle may be considered. The mechanical output is expressed as an area in an 
energy conversion curve (i-ぢ graph), the processes are separated with two stages as shown 
in Fig. 11.  
209Switched Reluctance Motor
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Fig. 11. Average torque (Energy conversion loop) 
The total flux linkage is increased with phase current and inductance. Its operating area (i, そ) 
follows the curve between 0 and C as shown in Fig. 11(a). When the total flux linkage exists 
at point C, the mechanical work and stored energy between 0 and C becomes "激陳怠"and "激捗, 
respectively. Therefore, the total energy received from the source is summed up the 
mechanical work and the stored energy. On the other hand, when the demagnetizing 
voltage is applied at the point C, terminal voltage becomes negative; then current flows to 
the source through the diode. Its area follows the curve between C and 0 in Fig. 11(b). 
During process, some of the stored energy in SRM are appeared as a mechanical power;. 
210 Torque Controlo 
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During the energy conversion, the ratio of supply and recovered energy considerably affects 
to the efficiency of energy conversion. To augment the conversion efficiency, the motor must 
be controlled toward to increase the ratio. Lawrenson [Lawrenson,1980]] proposed the 
energy ratio E that explains the usage ability of the intrinsic energy. 
 9 噺 9鱈怠 髪9鱈態"  (18) 
 4 噺 9辰 噺 9脱" 伐9鱈態""  (19) 
The energy ratio is similar to the power factor in AC machines. However, because this is 
more general concept, it is not sufficient to investigate the energy flowing in AC machines. 
The larger energy conversion ratio resulted in decreasing a reactive power, which improves 
efficiency of the motor. In a general SRM control method, the energy conversion ratio is 
approximately 0.6 - 0.7. 
 ' 噺 茸茸袋琢"  (20) 
In conventional switching angle control for an SRM, the switching frequency is determined 
by the number of stator and rotor poles. 
 ̨奪 噺 怠態 "ı坦ı嘆岷*±峅      (21) 
The general switching angle control has three modes, i.e., flat-topped current build-up, 
excitation or magnetizing, and demagnetizing. Each equivalent circuit is illustrated in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12. Equivalent circuits when general switching angle control 
(a) build-up mode (b)  excitation mode (c)  demagnetizing mode 
Fig. 12(a) is a build-up mode for flat-topped current before inductance increasing. This 
mode starts at minimum inductance region. During this mode, there is no inductance 
variation; therefore, it can be considered as a simple RL circuit that has no back-emf. Fig. 
12(b) shows an equivalent circuit at a magnetizing mode. In this mode, torque is generated 
from the built-up current. Most of mechanical torque is generated during this mode. A 
demagnetizing mode is shown in Fig. 12(c). During this mode, a negative voltage is applied 
to demagnetize the magnetic circuit not to generate a negative torque. 
An additional freewheeling mode shown in Fig.13 is added to achieve a near unity energy 
conversion ratio. This is very effective under a light-load. By employing this mode, the 
energy stored is not returned to the source but converted to a mechanical power that is 
multiplication of phase current and back-emf. This means that the phase current is 
decreased by the back-emf. 
211Switched Reluctance Motor
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Fig. 13. Equivalent circuit of additional wheeling mode supplemented to conventional 
If the increasing period of inductance is sufficiently large compared with the additional 
mode, the stored field energy in inductance can be entirely converted into a mechanical 
energy; then the energy conversion ratio becomes near unity. 
1.4 Power converter for Switched Reluctance Motor 
The selection of converter topology for a certain application is an important issue. Basically, 
the SRM converter has some requirements, such as: 
‚ Each phase of the SR motor should be able to conduct independently of the other 
phases. It means that one phase has at least one switch for motor operation. 
‚ The converter should be able to demagnetize the phase before it steps into the 
regenerating region. If the machine is operating as a motor, it should be able to excite 
the phase before it enters the generating region. 
In order to improve the performance, such as higher efficiency, faster excitation time, fast 
demagnetization, high power, fault tolerance etc., the converter must satisfy some 
additional requirements. Some of these requirements are listed below.  
Additional Requirements: 
‚ The converter should be able to allow phase overlap control. 
‚ The converter should be able to utilize the demagnetization energy from the outgoing 
phase in a useful way by either feeding it back to the source (DC-link capacitor) or 
using it in the incoming phase. 
‚ In order to make the commutation period small the converter should generate a 
sufficiently high negative voltage for the outgoing phase to reduce demagnetization 
time. 
‚ The converter should be able freewheel during the chopping period to reduce the 
switching frequency. So the switching loss and hysteresis loss may be reduced. 
‚ The converter should be able to support high positive excitation voltage for building up 
a higher phase current, which may improve the output power of motor. 
‚ The converter should have resonant circuit to apply zero-voltage or zero-current 
switching for reducing switching loss. 
1.4.1 Basic Components of SR Converter 
The block diagram of a conventional SRM converter is shown in Fig. 14. It can be divided 
into: utility, AC/DC converter, capacitor network, DC/DC power converter and SR motor. 
212 Torque Controlo 
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Fig. 14. Component block diagram of conventional SR drive 
The converter for SRM drive is regarded as three parts: the utility interface, the front-end 
circuit and the power converter as shown in Fig. 15. The front-end and the power converter 
are called as SR converter.  
 
 
Fig. 15. Modules of SR Drive 
 
 
(a) Voltage doubler rectifier (b) 1-phase diode bridge rectifier 
 
(c) Half controlled rectifier (d) Full controlled rectifier 
Fig. 16. Utility interface 
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A. Utility Interface 
The main function of utility interface is to rectify AC to DC voltage. The line current input 
from the source needs to be sinusoidal and in phase with the AC source voltage. The 
AC/DC rectifier provides the DC bus for DC/DC converter. The basic, the voltage doubler 
and the diode bridge rectifier are popular for use in SR drives. 
B. Front-end circuit 
Due to the high voltage ripple of rectifier output, a large capacitor is connected as a filter on 
the DC-link side in the voltage source power converter. This capacitor gets charged to a 
value close to the peak of the AC input voltage. As a result, the voltage ripple is reduced to 
an acceptable valve, if the smoothing capacitor is big enough. However, during heavy load 
conditions, a higher voltage ripple appears with two times the line frequency. For the SR 
drive, another important function is that the capacitor should store the circulating energy 
when the phase winding returned to. 
 
 
Passive type
Active type
Pure Capacitor
Capacitor with diode
Connected dc-link
Separated dc-link
Single Capacitor
Two Capacitor in series
Two Capacitor in Parallel 
Split dc-link
Doubler dc-link voltage
Series type
Parallel  type
Series - Parallel  type
Series - Parallel active type 1
Series - Parallel active type 2
Series - Parallel active type 3
Series type
Parallel  type
`
 
 
Fig. 17. Classification of capacitive type front-end topology 
 
To improve performance of the SR drive, one or more power components are added. In this 
discussion, two capacitors networks are considered and no inductance in the front-end for 
reasonable implementation. Two types of capacitor network are introduced below: a two 
capacitors network with diodes and two capacitors with an active switch. The maximum 
boost voltage reaches two times the DC-link voltage. 
The two capacitors network with diodes, which is a passive type circuit, is shown in Fig. 19. 
The output voltages of the series and parallel type front-ends are not controlled. Detailed 
characteristics are analyzed in Table 1. 
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(a) Single cap. (b) Two cap. in series (c) Two cap. in parallel 
                                                                                       
(d) Split dc-link  (e) Doublers dc-link voltage 
Fig. 18. Pure capacitor network 
 
   
(a) Series type (b) Parallel type c) Series-parallel type 
Fig. 19. Two capacitors network with diodes  
 
Type Series Parallel Series-parallel
No. of Capacitor 2 2 2 
No. of Diode 1 1 3 
Vboost VC1+VC2 VC2 VC1+VC2 
Vdc VDC VDC VDC 
Spec. Boost Capacitor VDC Vboost VDC 
Spec. Diode VDC VDC VDC 
Table 1. Characteristics of two capacitor network with diodes 
The active type of the two capacitors network connected to the DC-link, which is a two 
output terminal active boost circuit, is shown in Fig. 20 and Table 2. 
215Switched Reluctance Motor
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(a) Series-parallel active type 1 (b) Series-parallel active type 2 
Fig. 20. Active type of two capacitors network connected to DC-link 
 
Type Series-parallel 1 Series-parallel 2
No. of Capacitor 2 2 
No. of Switch 1 1 
No. of Diode 2 3 
Vboost VC1+VC2 VC2 
Vdemag - (VC1+VC2) - (VC1+VC2) 
Dc-link VDC VDC 
Spec. Boost Capacitor VDC Vboost 
Spec. Diode VDC VDC 
Table 2. Characteristics of active type of two capacitors connected to DC-link 
The active type of two capacitors network separated to DC-link is shown in Fig. 21 and 
Table 3. 
 
   
(a) Series type (b) Parallel type (c) Series-parallel active type3 
Fig. 21. Active type of two capacitors network separated to DC-link 
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Type Series Parallel Series-parallel type 3 
No. of Capacitor 2 2 2 
No. of Switch 1 1 1 
No. of Diode 1 1 3 
Vboost VC1+VC2 VC2 VC2 
Vdemag - ( VC1+VC2) - VC2 - ( VC1+VC2) 
Vdc VDC VDC VDC 
Spec. Capacitor VDC Vboost VC2 
Spec. Diode VDC VDC VC2 
Table 3. Characteristics of active type of two capacitors separated to DC-link 
C. Power converter 
The power circuit topology is shown in Fig. 22 and Table 4. In this figure, five types of DC-
DC converter are shown. 
 
   
(a) One switch (b) Asymmetric (c) Bidirectional 
                                                                      
(d) Full bridge  (e) Shared switch 
Fig. 22. Active type of two capacitors network separated to DC-link 
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capacitive type is focused in this discussion, the capacitive converter category is split into 
several subclasses. The concepts for passive and active converters are introduced. The 
distinction between active and passive is determined by whether they include a controllable 
power switch or not. 
1. Dissipative converter 
The dissipative type dissipates some or all of the stored magnetic energy using a phase 
resistor, an external resistor or both of them. The remaining energy is transformed to 
mechanical energy. Therefore, none of the stored magnetic energy in the phase winding is 
returned to DC-link capacitor or source. The advantage of this type of converter is that it is 
simple; a low cost and has a low count of semiconductor components. 
 
                                
                                     (a) R-dump                                             (b) Zener-dump 
Fig. 25. Two types of dissipative SR converter 
2. Magnetic converter 
The magnetic type is where the stored magnetic energy is transferred to a closely coupled 
second winding. Of course, that energy could be stored in DC-link capacitor or used to 
energize the incoming phase for multi-phase motors or use special auxiliary winding. The 
major advantage is a simple topology. The one switch per phase power circuit can be used. 
However, the potential rate of change of current is very high due to the stored magnetic 
energy is recovered by a magnetic manner. And the coupled magnetic phase winding which 
should be manufactured increases the weight of copper and cost of motor. Moreover, the 
power density of the motor is lower than that of the conventional ones. 
 
                                     
                                            (a) Bifilar                                 (b) Single controllable switch 
Fig. 26. Two types of magnetic SR converter 
3. Resonant converter 
The resonant type has one or more external inductances for buck, boost or resonant 
purposes. Conventionally, the inductance, the diode and the power switch are designed as a 
snubber circuit. So, the dump voltage can be easily controlled, and the low voltage is easy to 
boost. In a special case, an inductance is used to construct a resonant converter. The major 
advantage is that the voltage of phase winding can be regulated by a snubber circuit. 
However, adding an inductance increases the size and cost of converter. The other 
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additional components also increase the cost of converter. Three types of resonant type are 
shown in Fig. 27. All of them use a snubber circuit, which is composed by a power switch, a 
diode and an inductance. 
 
 
 
(a) C-Dump (b) Boost (c) High 
demagnetization 
Fig. 27. Three types of resonant SR converter 
 
 
4. Capacitive converter 
The magnetic energy in the capacitive converters is fed directly back to the boost capacitor, 
the DC-link capacitor or both of the capacitors. Compared to the dissipative, magnetic, and 
resonant converters, one component is added in the main circuit. So, this component will 
increase the loss of the converter. Different from the other converters, the stored magnetic 
energy can easily be fed back using only the inductance of phase winding. Although the 
capacitor has an equivalent series resistance (ESR), the loss of ESR is lower than that of other 
converters. Therefore, the capacitive converter is more effective for use in SR drive.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 28. Classification of capacitive SR converter 
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                            (a) Asymmetric                              (b) Shared switch 
                                       
                              (c) H-bridge                                                   (d) Modified C-dump 
Fig. 29. Single capacitor type in capacitive SR converter 
The capacitive converter can be divided two sorts: single capacitor and multi-capacitor type. 
i. Single-capacitor converter 
Single-capacitor converters have simple structure, which makes them very popular. 
Four single capacitor types are shown in Fig. 29. One capacitive converter has as a 
simple front-end as shown in Fig. 29(a)-(c). This capacitor should be large enough to 
remove the voltage ripple of the rectifier and store the magnetic energy. Since the DC-
link capacitor voltage is uncontrollable during charging and discharging, this type of 
converter is defined as a passive converter. The modified C-dump converter is shown 
in Fig. 29(d). In this converter, the boost capacitor only stores the recovered energy to 
build up a boost voltage. Unfortunately, one power switch should be placed in front of 
the boost capacitor to control the voltage. Because the boost capacitor does not reduce 
the DC-link voltage from the rectifier, the fluctuating DC-link voltage is input directly 
to the phase winding. The boost capacitor has only to be big enough for the stored 
magnetic energy, so the size of this capacitor is smaller than that of conventional DC-
link capacitor. The Single capacitor in capacitive converters simplifies the construction 
of the converter. However, the input voltage for the phase winding is kept fixed by the 
DC-link capacitor. If only a boost capacitor is used, the DC-link voltage is fluctuating, 
and one power switch is added to control the boost voltage. This extra switch may 
increase the cost of converter.  
ii. Multi-capacitor converter 
Multi-capacitor converters include two or more capacitors in the converter topology to 
obtain boost voltage. Extra capacitors may make the topology of converter more 
complex. In this discussion, different converter topologies, which include two 
capacitors, are considered. The different types of passive type front-ends are shown in 
Fig. 30. The passive converter with two capacitors in parallel type is in Fig. 30(a). Due to 
the direction of diode, the stored magnetic energy is only feed back to the boost 
capacitor. The maximum boost voltage can be obtained by a suitable size of the 
capacitor. Because the discharge of the boost capacitor is not controllable in the passive 
converter, the voltage of the boost capacitor is changed by the stored magnetic energy 
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during different operating condition. When the phase switch is turned on, the voltage 
of the boost capacitor may fall very fast until the voltage reaches the DC-link voltage. 
Due to the non-linear characteristic of the SR motor, it is difficult to estimate advance 
angle or turn-on angle.  
A passive converter with two capacitors in series is shown in Fig. 30(b). The stored 
magnetic energy charges the two capacitors in series. So, a part of the energy is stored 
in the boost capacitor to build up a boost voltage. It has the same advantage as for the 
parallel passive converter. However, the voltage rating of the boost capacitor is less 
than that of the parallel converter. 
 
                                
                                   (a) Parallel type                                         (b) Series type 
   
 
                                                                (c) Series-parallel type 
Fig. 30. Passive boost converter with two capacitors 
Another passive converter of two capacitors in series-parallel type is in Fig. 30(c). This 
converter is made of rectifier, the passive boost circuit and an asymmetric converter. The 
excitation voltage is the DC-link voltage, but the demagnetization voltage is twice of DC-
link voltage. The high demagnetization voltage can reduce the tail current and negative 
torque; it could also extend the dwell angle to increase the output. 
 
                                     
                           (a) Split dc-link type                   (b) Doublers dc-link voltage type 
Fig. 31. other passive SR converter with series capacitor type 
Other passive SR converter with two series capacitors is shown in Fig. 31. The front-end and 
DC-DC converter are same, but the bridge rectifier and the voltage doubling rectifier are 
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connected. The split DC-link converter is shown in Fig. 31(a). The phase voltage of this 
converter is a half of DC-link voltage. The double dc-link voltage converter is shown in Fig. 
31(b). The phase voltage is same to DC-link voltage. The main advantage of these two 
converters is that one switch and one diode per phase is used. However, the voltage rating 
of power switch and diode is the twice the input excitation voltage.  
The active boost converter with two capacitors connected in parallel is shown in Fig. 32. The 
four active boost converters with two capacitors connected in parallel are introduced. To 
handle the charging of the capacitor in the beginning of the conduction period, one diode is 
needed to series or parallel with the power switch to protect the power switch. When 
parallel type 1 and 2 are used with the asymmetric converter, the maximum voltage rating 
of the power diode and the switch is the same as the desired boost voltage. While the diode 
is connected to the power switch, the boost capacitor is only charged by the stored magnetic 
energy. In the beginning, the voltage of the boost capacitor is increased from 0 to the desired 
value. For the parallel converter of type 2, a diode in parallel with the power switch is used, 
so the boost capacitor can be charged by the DC-link capacitor. Parallel converters of type 3 
and 4 which belong to capacitor dump converters are shown in Fig. 32(c) and (d). If the 
demagnetization voltage is required to be the same to DC-link, the voltage rating of power 
diode and switch is at least twice of DC-link voltage. 
 
 
                             
                              (a) Parallel type 1                                              (b) Parallel type 2  
 
                      
                              (c) Parallel type 3                                                 (d) Parallel types 4 
 
Fig. 32. Active boost converter with two capacitors connected in parallel 
 
An active boost converter with two series connected capacitors is in Fig. 33(a). The stored 
magnetic energy charges the two series connected capacitors, so the boost voltage can be 
built up in the boost capacitor. The power switch Qcd is used to control the boost voltage of 
the boost capacitor.  
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              (a) Series capacitor type                                     (b) Series-parallel capacitor type 
Fig. 33. Active boost converter 
An active boost converter with a series-parallel connection of the two capacitors is shown in 
Fig. 33(b). The active capacitor circuit added to the front-end consists of three diodes and 
one capacitor. This circuit combines a series-connected and a parallel-connected structure of 
two capacitors. Based on this active boost capacitor network, the two capacitors can be 
connected in series or parallel during different modes of operation. The operation mode of 
whole converter is presented in [Khrishnan,2001]. The fast excitation and demagnetization is 
easily obtained from the two series-connected capacitors. The stable voltage achieved with 
the two parallel-connected capacitors. 
4 types of converter are compared in Table. 5. The converter with two capacitors connected 
in series or the converter with two capacitors connected in parallel may obtain a higher 
boost voltage than the series-parallel converter. However, an increased boost voltage may 
increase the cost of the converter. Since the series-parallel converter can limit the maximum 
voltage to twice the DC-link voltage, it is more stable and controllable. 
 
 
Asymmetric
2-capacitor  in 
series type 
2-capacitor in
parallel type 
2-capacitor in 
series-parallel 
Vmax Vdc ı/2Vdc ı/2Vdc 2Vdc 
Vcontrol No Yes Yes optional 
VC1_rate Vdc Vdc Vdc Vdc 
VC2_rate Vdc ı/Vdc ı/2Vdc Vdc 
No.Switch 2 3 3 3 
No. Diode 2 3 3 4 
Stability Good Normal Normal Good 
Table 5. Comparison of 2-capacitor types 
2. Torque control strategy 
2.1 Angle control method 
The switched reluctance drive is known to provide good adjustable speed characteristics 
with high efficiency. However, higher torque ripple and lack of the precise speed control are 
drawbacks of this machine. These problems lie in the fact that SR drive is not operated with 
an mmf current specified for dwell angle and input voltage. To have precise speed control 
with a high efficiency drive, SR drive has to control the dwell angle and input voltage 
instantaneously. The advance angle in the dwell angle control is adjusted to have high 
efficiency drive through efficiency test. 
CBoost
CDC
QCD
DCD
A
QAH
QALDAL
DAH
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2.1.1 Switching angle control method 
In SRM drive, it is important to synchronize the stator phase excitation with the rotor 
position; therefore, the information about rotor position is an essential for the proper 
switching operation. By synchronizing the appropriate rotor position with the exiting 
current in one phase; the optimal efficiency of SRM can be achieved. In this part various 
types of switching angle control method to achieve the optimal efficiency will be discussed.  
A. Fixed angle switching method 
Current source is a proper type to excite an SRM for its good feature of electromagnetic 
characteristics because it produces rectangular or flat-topped current and it is easy to control 
the torque production period. Therefore, it is considered as an ideal excitation method for 
switched reluctance machine but difficult and expensive to realize it.  
To produce similar current shapes in voltage source, it is needed to regulate the supply 
voltage in the variable reluctance conditions. Usually PWM or chopper technique is used for 
this propose. But it is complex in its control circuit and increases loss. The other technique 
which is more simply in control is excitation voltage to form a flat-topped current by using 
fixed switching angle at various operation conditions. Fig. 34 shows excitation scheme with 
fixed switching angle control method. 
 
 
Fig. 34. Excitation scheme with fixed switching angle control method 
In the fixed angle switching method, the turn-on angle and the turn-off angle of the main 
switches in the power converter are fixed; the triggering signals of the main switches are 
modulated by the PWM signal. The average voltage of phase winding could be adjusted by 
regulating the duty ratio of the PWM signal. So the output torque and the rotor speed of the 
motor are adjustable by regulating the phase winding average voltage. 
Constant voltage source with current controller is substituted with variable voltage source 
to make the current flat-topped. Voltage equation of SRM for a phase is shown in (3). If 
winding resistance and magnetic saturation are ignored, an applied voltage to form a flat-
topped current in the torque developed region is 
 撃頂 噺 計荊頂降 (22) 
Where 撃頂 is amplitude of voltage, K is"穴詣 穴肯エ , 荊頂" is required current to balance load torque a, 
and 降 is angular velocity. If magnetic saturation is considered, this equation is to be 
modified as 
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 8嫗 噺 ぴ-荊頂降 (23) 
Where 購 is saturation factor. To calculate proper excitation voltage and switching angle for 
flat-topped current, let consider phase voltage and current as shown in Fig. 35. 肯墜津 and 肯墜捗捗""are  switching-on and switching-off angle, respectively. Phase current reaches to the 
desired value of current, 荊頂"at 肯鎚, and become flat-topped current by this scheme, and the 
current decrease rapidly by reversing the applied voltage.  肯墜捗捗 is to be set in order to 
prevent the generation of negative torque. It can be divided into 3 regions to calculate the 
angles and voltages. In Region I and III, switching-on and switching-off angles are 
determined respectively. And in Region II, proper excitation voltage is calculated. 
 
 
Fig. 35. Flat-topped phase current  
‚ Region I : 肯墜津 "判 "肯" 判 "肯鎚"( switching-on angle determination )"肯墜津 is determined in this region. It is to ensure that current is to be settled to the desired 
value at 肯鎚. In this region, voltage equation becomes (24). 
 8達坦 噺 4Æ 髪".探" 辰辿辰担 (24) 
Where 詣通, is the minimum value of the inductance.  
Required time, 建鎚 to build up a phase current from 0 to"荊頂, which is the current to balance 
load torque, is derived from (23) and (24). 
         ß坦 噺" 馳棟貸"馳搭投昼 噺 伐 宅淘琢 Øº岫な 伐" 琢嫡啄昼岻   (25) 
Therefore, 肯墜津 is 
 ず誰樽 噺 ず坦 伐"昼宅淘琢 "Øº"岫な 伐" 琢嫡啄昼"岻   (26) 肯墜津"is affected merely by saturation factor and not by speed variation except the range 
where speed is very low. Therefore, it can be fixed at the center of variation range of 
switching-on and compensate current build-up via applied voltage regulation for simple 
control. 
‚ Region III : 肯墜捗捗"" 判 ど" 判 "肯痛"""( Switching-off angle determination ) 
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In this region, applied voltage must be reversed to accelerate current decay. It is divided 
into two sub-regions: 
‚ Sub-region III-1 
Voltage and current equation are as follows. 
 伐8達坦 噺 4Æ 髪 . 辰辿辰担髪 "ぴ"-"ù"Æ      (27) 
 Æ 噺 " +達"岫に̋貸涜斗読杜 "担 伐 "な岻    (28) 
These equations are effective only during 肯墜捗捗"" 判 "肯" 判 "肯怠 
‚ Sub-region III-2 
In this region, the inductance has its maximum value 詣銚珍 "and is constant. So,  
 current is  
 Æ 噺 "伐 諾冬棟宅倒宕 "ß 髪 " +待     (29) 
Where 荊待"is the current value at 肯怠. This equation is effective during 肯怠 "判 "肯" 判 肯態.  
B. Advance angle control method 
The SRM is controlled by input voltage, switch-on and switch-off angle. Switch-on and 
switch-off angle regulate the magnitude and shape of the current waveform. Also it results 
in affecting the magnitude and shape of the torque developed. To build up the current 
effectively with a voltage source, an advance switching before the poles meet is needed. The 
switch-on angle is one of the main factors to control the build-up currents. Therefore, this 
angle is controlled precisely to get optimal driving characteristics.  
 
 
Fig. 36.  Block diagram of advance angle control with feedback signal 
In the real control system, control of advance angle which is controlled by variable load 
condition can be realized by simple feedback circuit using detecting load current. The block 
diagram of the advance angle control with a feedback signal shows in Fig.36.  
The regulation of speed-torque characteristics of SRM drive is achieved by controlling 
advance angle and applied voltage. The advance angle is regulated to come up with the load 
variation in cooperation with the applied voltage. 
The signal from the control loops is translated into individual current reference signal for 
each phase. The torque is controlled by regulating these currents. The feedback signal which 
is proportional to the phase detector is used to regulate the instantaneous applied voltage. 
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position advanced as 肯銚鳥塚,  than the start point of positive torque region 肯怠  in order to 
establish the sufficient torque current. The desired phase current shown as dash line in Fig. 
40 is demagnetized at  肯墜捗捗 , and decreased as zero before the starting point of negative 
torque region  肯態 to avoid negative torque.  
In order to secure enough time to build-up the desire phase current 件銚鎚茅 , the advance angle 肯銚鳥塚 can be adjusted according to motor speed 降陳. From the voltage equations of SRM, the 
proper advance angle can be calculated by the current rising time as follows regardless of 
phase resistance at the turn-on position. 
 ッ建 噺 詣岫肯怠岻┻ 沈尼弐迩濡茅蝶尼弐迩濡 (33) 
Where, 件銚長頂鎚茅  denotes the desired phase current of current controller and 撃銚長頂鎚 is the terminal 
voltage of each phase windings. And the advance angle is determined by motor speed and 
(33) as follow 
 肯銚鳥塚 噺"降陳"┻ ッ建      (34) 
As speed increase, the advance angle is to be larger and turn-on position may be advanced 
not to develop a negative torque. At the fixed turn-on position, the actual phase current 
denoted as solid line could not reach the desire value in high speed region as shown in Fig. 
40. Consequently, the SRM cannot produce sufficient output torque. At the high speed 
region, turn-on and turn-off position are fixed and driving speed is changed. To overcome 
this problem, high excitation terminal voltage is required during turn-on region from 肯墜津 
to"肯怠.  
2.1.3 Dynamic angle control method 
The dynamic angle control scheme is similar to power angle control in synchronous 
machine. When an SRM is driven in a steady-state condition, traces such as shown in Fig. 
41(a) are produced. The switch-off instant is fixed at a preset rotor position. This may 
readily be done by a shaft mounted encoder. If the load is decreased, the motor is 
accelerated almost instantaneously. The pulse signal from a rotor encoder is advanced by 
this acceleration.  This effect will reduce switch-off interval until the load torque and the 
developed torque balances [Ahn,1995]. Fig. 41(b) shows this action. On the contrary, if load 
is increased, the rotor will be decelerated and the switch-off instant will be delayed. The 
effect results in increasing the developed torque. Fig. 41(c) shows the regulating process of 
the dwell angle at this moment. 
The principle of dynamic dwell angle is similar to PLL control. The function of the PLL in 
this control is to adjust the dwell angle for precise speed control. The phase detector in the 
PLL loop detects load variation and regulates the dwell angle by compares a reference 
signal (input) with a feedback signal (output) and locks its phase difference to be constant. 
Fig. 42 shows the block diagram of PLL in SR drive. It has a phase comparator, loop filter, 
and SRM drive.  
The reference signal is a speed command and used for the switch-on signal. The output of 
the phase detector is used to control voltage through the loop filter. The switching inverter 
regulates switching angles. The output of phase detector is made by phase difference 
between reference signal and the signal of rotor encoder. It is affected by load variations. 
The dwell angle is similar to phase difference in a phase detector. To apply dynamic angle  
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control in an SR drive system, a reference frequency signals are used to switch-on, and the 
rotor encoder signal is used to switch-off similar to the function of a phase detector. The 
switch-off angle is fixed by the position of the rotor encoder. Therefore, the rotor encoder 
signal is delayed as load torque increased. This result is an increase of advance angle and 
initial phase current. 
 
 
Fig. 41. Regulation of dwell angle according to load variation.  
(a) steady-state. (b) load decreased. (c) load increased. 
 
Fig. 42. Block diagram of PLL in SR drive. 
2.2 Current control method 
Control of the switched reluctance motor can be done in different ways. One of them is by 
using current control method. The current control method is normally used to control the 
torque efficiently. Voltage control has no limitation of the current as the current sensor is 
avoided, which makes it applicable in low-cost systems. Due to the development of 
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microcontrollers, the different control loops have changed from analog to digital 
implementation, which allows more advanced control features. However, problems are still 
raised when designing high-performance current loop [miller,1990]. 
The main idea of current control method is timing and width of the voltage pulses. Two 
methods are too used in the current control, one is voltage chopping control method, and 
the other is hysteresis control method. 
2.2.1 Voltage chopping control method  
The voltage chopping control method compares a control signal 撃頂墜津痛追墜鎮 (constant or slowly 
varying in time) with a repetitive switching-frequency triangular waveform or Pulse Width 
Modulation (PWM) in order to generate the switching signals. Controlling the switch duty 
ratios in this way allowed the average dc voltage output to be controlled. In order to have a 
fast built-up of the excitation current, high switching voltage is required. Fig. 43 shows an 
asymmetric bridge converter for SR drive. The asymmetric bridge converter is very popular 
for SR drives, consists of two power switches and two diodes per phase. This type of the SR 
drive can support independent control of each phase and handle phase overlap. The 
asymmetric converter has three modes, which are defined as magnetization mode, 
freewheeling mode, and demagnetization mode as shown in Fig. 44. 
 
ai bi ci
 
Fig. 43. Asymmetric bridge converter for SR drive 
 
 
(a) Magnetization (b) Freewheeling (c) Demagnetization 
Fig. 44. Operation modes of asymmetric converter 
From Fig. 44 (a) and (c), it is clear that amplitudes of the excitation and demagnetization 
voltage are close to terminal voltage of the filter capacitor. The fixed DC-link voltage limits 
the performance of the SR drive in the high speed application. On the other hand, the 
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voltage chopping method is useful for controlling the current at low speeds. This PWM 
strategy works with a fixed chopping frequency. The chopping voltage method can be 
separated into two modes: the hard chopping and the soft chopping method. In the hard 
chopping method both phase transistors are driven by the same pulsed signal: the two 
transistors are switched on and switched off at the same time. The power electronics board 
is then easier to design and is relatively cheap as it handles only three pulsed signals. A 
disadvantage of the hard chopping operation is that it increases the current ripple by a large 
factor. The soft chopping strategy allows not only control of the current but a minimization 
of the current ripple as well. In this soft chopping mode the low side transistor is left on 
during the dwell angle and the high side transistor switches according to the pulsed signal. 
In this case, the power electronics board has to handle six PWM signals [Liang,2006]. 
2.2.2 Hysteresis control method 
Due to the hysteresis control, the current is flat, but if boost voltage is applied, the switching 
is higher than in the conventional case. The voltage of the boost capacitor is higher in the 
two capacitor parallel connected converter. The hysteresis control schemes for outgoing and 
incoming phases are shown on the right side of Fig. 45.  
Solid and dash lines denote the rising and falling rules, respectively. The y axis denotes 
phase state and the x axis denotes torque error 岫ッ劇勅追追岻, which is defined as, 
 ッ6奪嘆嘆 噺"6嘆奪脱 伐"6奪坦担  (35) 
The threshold values of torque error are used to control state variation in hysteresis 
controller. Compared to previous research, this method only has 3 threshold values (ッ継, 0 
and -ッ継), which simplifies the control scheme. In order to reduce switching frequency, only 
one switch opens or closes at a time. In region 1, the incoming phase must remain in state 1 
to build up phase current, and outgoing phase state changes to maintain constant torque. 
For example, assume that the starting point is (-1, 1), and the torque error is greater than 0. 
The switching states for the two phases will change to (0, 1). At the next evaluation period, 
the switching state will change to (1, 1) if torque error is more than ッ継 and (-1, 1) if torque 
error is less than -ッ継. So the combinatorial states of (-1, 1), (0, 0) and (1, 1) are selected by the 
control scheme. The control schemes for region 2 and region 3 are shown in Fig. 45(b) and 
(c), respectively. 
3. Advanced torque control strategy 
There are some various strategies of torque control: one method is direct torque control, 
which uses the simple control scheme and the torque hysteresis controller to reduce the 
torque ripple. Based on a simple algorithm, the short control period can be used to improve 
control precision. The direct instantaneous torque control (DITC) and advanced DITC 
(ADITC), torque sharing function (TSF) method are introduced in this section. 
3.1 Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (DITC) 
The asymmetric converter is very popular in SRM drive system. The operating modes of 
asymmetric converter are shown in Fig. 46. The asymmetric converter has three states, 
which are defined as state 1, state 0 and state -1 in DITC method, respectively. 
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(a) Region 1 
 
 
(b) Region 2 
 
 
(c) Region 3 
 
 
 
Fig. 45. The hysteresis control schemes for outgoing and incoming phases 
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                          (a) state 1                              (b) state 0                                 (c) state -1 
Fig. 46. 3 states in the asymmetric converter 
In order to reduce a torque ripple, DITC method is introduced. By the given hysteresis 
control scheme, appropriate torque of each phase can be produced, and constant total 
torque can be obtained. The phase inductance has been divided into 3 regions shown as Fig. 
47. The regions depend on the structure geometry and load. The boundaries of 3 regions are 肯墜津怠, 肯怠, 肯態 and 肯墜津態 in Fig. 47. 肯墜津怠 and 肯墜津態 are turn-on angle in the incoming phase and 
the next incoming phase, respectively, which depend on load and speed. The 肯怠"is a rotor 
position which is initial overlap of stator and rotor. And 肯態 is aligned position of inductance 
in outgoing phase. Total length of these regions is 120 electrical degrees in 3 phases SRM. 
Here, let outgoing phase is phase A and incoming phase is phase B in Fig. 47. When the first 
region 3 is over, outgoing phase will be replaced by phase B in next 3 regions.  
The DITC schemes of asymmetric converter are shown in Fig. 48. The combinatorial states of 
outgoing and incoming phase are shown as a square mesh. x and y axis denote state of 
outgoing and incoming phase, respectively. Each phase has 3 states, so the square mesh has 
9 combinatorial states. However, only the black points are used in DITC scheme. 
 y
 
Fig. 47. Three regions of phase inductance in DITC method 
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Fig. 48. DITC scheme of asymmetric converter  
Control diagram of DITC SR motor drive is shown in Fig. 49. The torque estimation block is 
generally implemented by 3-D lookup table according to the phase currents and rotor 
position. And the digital torque hysteresis controller which carries out DITC scheme 
generates the state signals for all activated machine phases according to torque error 
between the reference torque and estimated torque. The state signal is converted as 
switching signals by switching table block to control converter. 
Through estimation of instantaneous torque and a simple hysteresis control, the average of 
total torque can be kept in a bandwidth. And the major benefits of this control method are 
its high robustness and fast toque response. The switching of power switches can be 
reduced. 
However, based on its typical hysteresis control strategy, switching frequency is not 
constant. At the same time, the instantaneous torque cannot be controlled within a given 
bandwidth of hysteresis controller. The torque ripple is limited by the controller sampling 
time, so torque ripple will increase with speed increased. 
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Fig. 49. Control diagram of DITC 
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3.2 Advanced Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (ADITC) 
The conventional DITC method uses a simple hysteresis switch rules, so only one phase 
state is applied according to torque error at every sampling period. The toque variation with 
sampling time and speed under full dc-link voltage is shown in Fig. 50. In order to 
guarantee the torque ripple within a range, it has two methods: one is that reduces sampling 
time, which will increase the cost of hardware. Another is that control average voltage of 
phase winding in sampling time. PWM method can be used. 
 
 
Fig. 50. Torque variation with sampling time and speed 
ADITC combines the conventional DITC and PWM method. The duty ratio of the phase 
switch is regulated according to the torque error and simple control rules of DITC. 
Therefore, the sampling time of control can be extended, which allows implementation on 
low cost microcontrollers. 
ADITC is improved from the conventional DITC, so the divided region of phase inductance 
is similar to DITC method. The control scheme of ADITC is shown in Fig. 51, 経痛岫賃岻  means 
incoming phase, 経痛岫賃貸怠岻 means outgoing phase. X-axis denotes torque error, and y-axis 
denotes switching state of 経痛岫賃岻 and  経痛岫賃貸怠岻.  
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              (a) Region 1        (b) Region 2                  (c) Region 
Fig. 51. ADITC scheme of asymmetric converter 
Profit from the effect of PWM, the average voltage of phase winding can be adjusted from 0 
to  撃鳥頂"in one sampling time. And the hysteresis rule is removed from the control scheme.  
Now, the current state can select the phase state between state 0 and 1 by duty ratio of 
PWM. 
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                        (a) Incoming phase                     (b) outgoing phase 
Fig. 52. Switching modes of incoming and outgoing phase 
The duty ratio of switching modes is decided by the torque error as shown in Fig. 52, and 経痛"is expressed as follows: 
    &担 噺 #̈œ"岫6奪嘆嘆岻【ッ6滝                    (36) 
Where, 劇勅追追"is torque error, ｠劇張 is torque error bandwidth. The control block diagram of 
ADITC is similar to Fig. 53. The hysteresis controller is replaced by Advanced DITC 
controller, and the PWM generator is added.  
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Fig. 53. Control diagram of ADITC 
ADITC method can adjust average phase voltage to control variety of phase current in one 
sampling time, which can extend the sampling time and obtain smaller torque ripple than 
conventional DITC. However, PWM generator is added, and the switching frequency of 
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ADITC is double of DITC’s with uniform sampling time in the worst case. So the switching 
loss and EMC noise are increased in ADITC method.  
3.3 Torque sharing control 
Another control method to produce continuous and constant torque is indirect torque 
control, which uses the complicated algorithms or distribution function to distribute each 
phase torque and obtain current command. And then, the current controller is used to 
control phase torque by given current command. The linear, cosine and non linear logical 
torque sharing function (TSF) are introduced. 
Among them, the simple but powerful method is torque sharing function (TSF). The TSF 
method uses the pre-measured non-linear torque characteristic, and simply divided torque 
sharing curve is used for constant torque generation. Besides the direct torque control 
method, another method is indirect torque control. TSF is simple but powerful and popular 
method among the indirect torque control method. It simply divided by torque sharing 
curve that is used for constant torque generation. And the phase torque can be assigned to 
each phase current to control smoothing torque. But phase torque has relationship of square 
current. So the current ripple should keep small enough to generate smooth torque. So the 
frequency of current controller should be increased. 
Fig. 54 shows the torque control block diagram with TSF method. The input torque 
reference is divided into three-phase torque command according to rotor position. Torque 
references of each phase are changed to current command signal in the “Torque-to-Current” 
block according to rotor position. Since the output torque is determined by the inductance 
slope and phase current, and the inductance slope is changed by rotor position, so the 
reference currents of each phase is determined by the target torque and rotor position. The 
switching rule generates an active switching signal of asymmetric converter according to 
current error and hysteresis switching tables. 
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Fig. 54. The torque control block diagram with TSF method 
In the over-lap region of inductances, the two-phase currents generate the output torque 
together. A simple torque sharing curves are studied for constant torque generation in the 
commutation region such as linear and cosine function. 
Fig. 55 shows the inductance profiles of three-phase SRM, cosine and linear TSF curves. As 
shown in Fig. 55, region 2 denotes the one phase activation area. Region 1 and region 3 are 
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two phases activation area explained as the commutation region. In one phase activation 
region, TSF is constant in every torque sharing functions. But TSF is different in the 
commutation regions. The linear TSF has constant slope of torque in commutation region. 
This method is simple, but it is very difficult to generate the linear torque slope in the 
commutation region due to the non-linear inductance characteristics.  
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Fig. 55. Phase inductances and cosine, and linear TSF curves 
The cosine TSF uses the cosine function in commutation region as shown in Fig. 55. The 
cosine function is relatively simple and it is similar to the non-linear inductance 
characteristics. But the non-linear characteristic of SRM is very complex, so cosine torque 
function can not be satisfied in the aspect of torque ripple and efficiency. 
In the cosine TSF, the TSF of each phase in the commutation region are defined as follow 
 ̨鐸岫谷岻 噺" 怠態 釆な 伐 ̊æœ 磐馳梼悼貸"馳搭投岫島岻馳搭湯刀梼嶋倒東 ぱ卑挽                (37) 
            ̨鐸岫谷貸怠岻 噺 な 伐"̨鐸岫谷岻           (38) 
 ̨鐸岫谷袋怠岻 噺 ど    (39) 
And the linear TSF method, the TSF of each phase can be obtained as follow 
 
 ̨鐸岫谷岻 噺" 馳梼悼貸"馳搭投岫島岻馳搭湯刀梼嶋倒東              (40) 
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 ̨鐸岫谷貸怠岻 噺 な 伐"̨鐸岫谷岻     (41) 
 ̨鐸岫谷袋怠岻 噺 ど      (42) 
These two TSFs are very simple, but they can not consider nonlinear phenomena of the SRM 
and torque dip is much serious according to rotor speed. For the high performance torque 
control, a novel non-linear torque sharing function is suitable to use. In order to reduce 
torque ripple and to improve efficiency in commutation region, the TSF uses a non-linear 
current distribution technique at every rotor position. And the torque sharing function can 
be easily obtained by the current coordinates of each rotor position. In the commutation 
region, the total torque reference is divided by two-phase torque reference. 
 6鱈茅 噺"6鱈岫谷岻茅 髪"6鱈"岫谷袋怠岻茅       (43) 
In the equation, the subscripts k+1 denotes the incoming phase and k denotes outgoing 
phase. The actual torque can be obtained by inductance slope and phase current. So the 
torque equation can be derived as follows. 
 6鱈茅  = 瀧悼岫島岻茅"""""""""鉄叩鉄   +   瀧悼岫島甜迭岻茅""""""""""""""鉄但鉄                          (44) 
where,                                      ̇ 噺 "俵 態柱宅岫島岻 柱宅岫悼岻板 ,  ̈ 噺 "俵 態柱宅岫島甜迭岻 柱宅岫悼岻板   (45) 
This equation is same as ellipse equation. In order to generate a constant torque reference, 
current references of the outgoing and incoming phases is placed on the ellipse trajectory in 
the commutation region. And the aspect of the ellipse and its trajectory is changed according 
to rotor position, inductance shape and the reference torque. Since the TSFs uses a fixed 
torque curve such as linear and cosine, the outgoing phase current should keep up the 
reference. And the actual current should remain higher level around rotor aligned position.  
Fig. 56 shows each phase current reference and actual phase torque for constant torque 
production according to rotor position. As shown in Fig. 56, the actual torque profile has 
non-linear characteristics around match position of rotor and stator position. So the current 
reference of each phase for constant torque generation is changed according to the rotor 
position and the amplitude of the torque reference. However, the actual phase current is 
limited by the performance of a motor and a drive. And the actual torque can not be 
satisfied the torque reference around the aligned position due to the non-linear torque 
characteristics shown as Fig. 56. If the current of outgoing phase is increased as a limit value 
of the motor, the actual torque is decreased after""経賃  position. And the actual torque of 
incoming phase can not be satisfied at the start position of the commutation due to the same 
reason. In order to generate the constant torque from 畦賃"ßæ"罫賃袋怠, the outgoing and incoming 
current reference should be properly selected so that the total torque of each phase is 
remained as constant value of"""劇陳茅 . 
In order to reduce the commutation region, the outgoing phase current should be decreased 
fast, and the incoming phase current should be increased fast with a constant torque 
generation. At the starting point of commutation, the incoming phase current should be 
increased from zero to "畦賃袋怠 point, and the end of the commutation, the outgoing phase 
current should be decreased from 罫賃 point to zero as soon as possible shown in Fig. 56. 
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Fig. 56. Phase current and actual torque trajectory for constant torque production during 
phase commutation 
In order to reduce the torque ripple and increase the operating efficiency, a non-linear TSF is 
based on minimum changing method. One phase current reference is fixed, and the other 
phase current reference is changed to generate constant torque during commutation. Fig. 57 
shows the basic principle of the non-linear TSF commutation method. 
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                         (a) In case of 劇陳 隼 劇陳茅                                (b) In case of  劇陳 伴 劇陳茅  
Fig. 57. Basic principle of the commutation method based on minimum changing 
In this method, the incoming phase current is changed to a remaining or an increasing 
direction to produce the primary torque. And the outgoing phase current is changed to a 
remaining or a decreasing direction to produce the auxiliary torque. In case of 劇陳 隼 劇陳茅  , the 
outgoing phase current is fixed, and the incoming phase current is increased to reach the 
constant torque line from 鶏怠 to 隙怠 shown as Fig. 57(a). If the incoming phase current is 
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limited by the current limit and the actual torque is under the reference value, the auxiliary 
torque is generated by the outgoing phase current from 鶏態  to 隙態  shown as Fig. 57(a). In case 
of 劇陳 伴 劇陳茅 , the incoming phase current is fixed, and the outgoing phase current is decreased 
to reach the constant torque line from"芸怠  to 桁怠 shown as Fig. 57(b), because the incoming 
phase current is sufficient to generate the reference torque. If the outgoing phase current is 
reached to zero, and the actual torque is over to reference value, the incoming phase current 
is decreased from "芸態  to 桁態""shown as Fig. 57(b). This method is very simple, but the 
switching number for torque control can be reduced due to the minimum number changing 
of phase. As the other phase is fixed as the previous state, the torque ripple is dominated by 
the one phase switching. Especially, the outgoing phase current is naturally decreased when 
the incoming phase current is sufficient to produce the torque reference. The 
demagnetization can be decreased fast, and the tail current which generates negative torque 
can be suppressed.  
Table 6 shows the logical TSF, and the Fig. 58 is the ideal current trajectory during 
commutation region. In Fig. 58, the ellipse curves are current trajectory for constant torque 
at each rotor position under commutation.  
 
In case of    6鱈 隼 6鱈茅  when In case of  6鱈 伴 6鱈茅  when 6鱈岫谷袋怠岻茅  6"鱈茅 伐 6鱈岫谷岻 +鱈岫谷袋怠岻茅 隼 +鱈叩淡 6鱈岫谷岻茅  6鱈茅 伐 6鱈岫谷袋怠岻 +鱈岫谷岻茅 伴 ど 6鱈 岫谷袋怠岻茅 
*At current limit 
+鱈岫谷袋怠岻茅 伴 +鱈叩淡  0 +鱈岫谷岻茅 隼 ど 
6鱈岫谷岻茅  6"鱈茅 伐"6鱈岫谷袋怠岻茅   6鱈岫谷袋怠岻茅  6鱈岫谷袋怠岻  +鱈岫谷岻茅 伴 ど 6鱈茅 伐 6鱈岫谷岻 +鱈岫谷岻茅 隼 ど 
Table 6. The logical TSF in commutation region. 
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Fig. 58. The ideal current trajectory at commutation region 
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Fig. 59. Simulation result at 500 rpm with rated torque 
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(c) non-linear Logical TSF 
Fig. 59. Simulation results at 500rpm with rated torque (continued)  
In order to verify the non-linear TSF control scheme, computer simulations are executed and 
compared with conventional methods. Matlab and simulink are used for simulation. Fig. 59 
shows the simulation comparison results at 500[rpm] with rated torque reference. The 
simulation results show the total reference torque, actual total torque, reference phase 
torque, actual phase torque, reference phase current, actual phase current and phase 
voltage, respectively. As shown in Fig. 59, torque ripple is linear TSF > cosine TSF > the 
logical TSF.  
Fig. 60 shows the actual current trajectory in the commutation region. In the conventional 
case, the cross over of the outgoing and incoming phase is serious and two-phase current 
are changed at each rotor position. But the cross over is very small and one-phase current is 
changed at each rotor position in the logical TSF method. 
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Fig. 60. The current trajectory for constant torque production in commutation region 
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Fig. 61 shows the experimental setup. The main controller is designed by TMS320F2812 
from TI(Texas Instruments) and phase current and voltage signals are feedback to 12bit 
ADC embedded by DSP. The rotor position and speed is obtained by 512ppr optical 
encoder. At every 1.6[ms], the rotor speed is calculated from captured encoder pulse by QEP 
function of DSP. 
 
 
Fig. 61. The experimental configuration 
Fig. 62, 63 and 64 show the experimental results in case of linear TSF, cosine TSF and the 
non-linear logical TSF at 500rpm, respectively. Torque ripple can be reduced in case of the 
TSF method due to the minimum phase changing. 
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Fig. 62. Experimental results in linear TSF(at 500[rpm]) 
(a) Reference torque, actual torque, phase current and terminal voltage 
(b) Total reference torque, actual torque and phase currents 
Fig. 65 shows experimental results at 1200rpm. As speed increase, torque ripple is increased 
due to the reduction of the commutation time. However, the control performance is much 
improved in this case. 
Fig. 66 shows efficiency of the logical control schemes. In the low speed range, the TSF 
control scheme has about 5% higher efficiency than that of the conventional ones with low 
torque ripple. In high speed range, the actual efficiency is similar to all other control method 
due to the short commutation time. But the practical torque ripple can be reduced than other 
two control schemes shown in simulation and experimental results. 
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Fig. 63. Experimental results in cosine TSF(at 500[rpm]) 
(a) Reference, actual torque, phase current and terminal voltage  
(b) Total reference torque, actual torque and phase currents 
 
 
 
  
                               (a)                (b) 
 
Fig. 64. Experimental results in case of the non-linear logical TSF(at 500[rpm]) 
(a) Reference, actual torque, phase current and terminal voltage  
(b) Total reference torque, actual torque and phase currents 
4. Conclusion 
The torque production in switched reluctance motor structures comes from the tendency of 
the rotor poles to align with the excited stator poles. However, because SRM has doubly 
salient poles and non-linear magnetic characteristics, the torque ripple is more severe than 
these of other traditional motors. The torque ripple can be minimized through magnetic 
circuit design or drive control.  By controlling the torque of the SRM, low torque ripple, 
noise reduction or even increasing of the efficiency can be achieved. There are many 
different types of control methods. In this chapter, detailed characteristics of each control 
method are introduced in order to give the advanced knowledge about torque control 
method in SRM drive. 
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(a) Reference torque, total torque and phase currents in linear TSF 
 
(b) Reference torque, total torque and phase currents in cosine TSF 
 
(c) Reference torque, total torque and phase currents in  non-linear logical TSF 
Fig. 65. Experimental results at 1200rpm with rated torque 
 
 
Fig. 66. Efficiency comparison 
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